Teamwork is essential for success. Medicine is not immune of this fact, and oncology is particularly dependent on a multi-disciplinary approach.

In the standard understanding of multi-disciplinary team (MDT) approach, constituting a robust interaction and discussion among specialists of different disciplines, including medical oncology, surgery, and radiation oncology. Further extension of such interactions is needed. Pathology and radiology are not unidirectional services. The back and forth discussions are critical to help reach a consensus regarding the diagnosis and extent of disease. Novel approaches including neo-adjuvant and conversion therapies as exemplified by Snyder et al. requires planning (1). No specialty can perform in isolation. It has been shown that patients with primary liver cancer hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) who are evaluated by different disciplines including surgery, transplant, hepatology, interventional radiology, and oncology among others for sure would fare a better outcome (2).

Multi-disciplinary team approach goes well beyond the therapeutic and interventional standard disciplines as beautifully exemplified by Li et al. (3). The integration of psychological, psychiatric, and social support is key.

This complex need for management is even more critical as we are all moving into the international healthcare. Specific challenges include language and time difference barriers.

MDT work should not be exclusive to patient care, and sure should expand further into the research and development arenas. At Memorial Sloan Kettering, Disease Management Team (DMT) for different cancers or diseases meet weekly and sometimes more than once weekly, to discuss clinical cases. In addition, these DMTs will commit time for a research meeting where novel research projects are discussed and planned collaboratively. Interestingly any new proposed clinical trial has to be reviewed and approved by the DMT even though it may not be a multi-disciplinary clinical trial. For example, a systemic therapy clinical trial for metastatic disease requires the review and input of surgical colleagues. This is further exemplified in regular international videolinked multi-disciplinary conferences e.g. in HCC where experts and disciplines from several international institutions convene and discuss a certain case and learn from each other. MSK has proudly been conducting such efforts with China, and Republic of Korea for a while!
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